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Scientology back in hands of

re-incarnated founder under

new trademark as

‘Spiritologie’

 
David Miscavige fell from grace, Flag

Landbase moved to Birega Haus in

Germany
 

The source of scientology - the being

who originated the subject - took back his

position. In the Church of Scientology this

greatly venerated being is generally referred

to as SOURCE.

The SOURCE inhabiting the body of

a German actor and musician Andreas

Buttler approached the church in the last

week – as was customary through a number

of messengers - and offered David

Miscavige of the Religious Technology

Center the role of communicating with and

acknowledging SOURCE.

However as it developed Miscavige

had to admit to having made a few blunders

scientologically speaking, violating

Hubbards basic discoveries and these were

ruthlessly pointed out and condemned by

SOURCE.

An attempt was made to issue

corrections to Tom Cruise who also

violated these principles:

“In regards to your fight against the

Psychiatric and Medical Establishment, such a

fighting stance in the media constitutes a
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‘counter-create’ and violates the reality of people

such as Brooke Shields. I need to correct you on a

basic principle of Scientology.  From Source

Scientology principles as in Hubbards

book ‘Fundamentals of Thought’.

 

After some attempts in 2004 to

contact church management, which met

with disbelief and scientologists threatening

him with police. Andreas Buttler worked

quietly behind the scenes to further develop,

improve and simplify the subject, he only

published his textbook Spiritologie on 9
th

of May last year.

He appears to have done so quite

successfully and attesting to that is Caspar

de Rijk a former director of the first

Scientology Organization in the

Netherlands who later became an expert

Class IX auditor and was over 25 years a

member of the Sea Organization. Caspar

currently in charge of  the new Flag

Landbase at Birega Haus Germany left the

church in 1997.

He appeared on Dutch national TV –

issuing a 95 Theses Reformation Appeal

posting on church doors of the Church of

Scientology Amsterdam.

Beings who had been using this new

and highly confidential technology had

assumed that the subject was meant to be

fully divorced from scientology. They were

unpleasantly surprised last week by the

SOURCE causing all ‘spiritologie websites’

and the book to disappear overnight.

The next thing was that these people

and appeal was made in the socalled

Freezone as well to all return to the

Scientology Organizations and talk to them

as friends and get back in good standing by

confessing any misdoings – an amnesty was
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issued for these scientologists and others

propelling them towards the churches in

Europe and some in Canada.

All of this was orchestrated by the

SOURCE to cause the scientologists to

open their eyes and wake them up by

making them get in communication with the

environment and other people around them

in a friendly manner. As it was pointed out

that many were simply making enemies by

their attitudes and arbitrary rules as is

documented quite extensively on the

internet.

De Rijk already months ago had

suggested that Miscavige send out missions

to restore soured family relationships.

Asked about the new technology he

said it is compact, easy and simple and as

the source said it is not even needed. As

aware spiritual beings as are now found

everywhere. It is only available to those

who reach for it on their own

determination.

What is also new is that are no fixed

charges for the confidential rundowns. The

eligible being only signifies agreement in a

timeless Secret Spiritual Contract.

Reading the book would be enough,

add a dosis of enthusiasm to sit down and

apply the techniques with or without an

electronic gadget and one is on the way to

full spiritual rehabilitation.

About a hundred people have been

actively using this technology and were

shocked when they were told to go to the

Scientology Churches to continue their

services as the Case supervisor who was

their guide was all of a sudden going to

move back to the Scientology Sea
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Organization and as they were told was

going to administer the new tech from there.

This would have happened in fact if

the church management had accepted the

offer from SOURCE which they did not.

The new technology does away with

all the FAULTS of the Church of

Scientology and is ready to be delivered

and simply tailored to the new conditions

on Earth in the 21st Century.

It is fully available including all

advanced rundowns and a new ‘Bridge’ as

of now at the new Flag Landbase at Birega

Haus in Central Germany.

This means that the scientologists who

want to avail themselves of this new

technology will have a new place to visit

and populate. Like Clearwater once in deep

sleep also the village of Biere in Germany

and Sachsen Anhalt will come to life for

sure.

The website has been used as a fast

communication medium but will soon be

fully done and provide all data.

Looking forward to meet you in no

time!

With love,

Caspar de Rijk
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